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present. There also could be several numbers that are
repeated an equal number of times in the sequence.
Thus the mode, if it exists, may not be unique. The
median is the middle point of a sequence ordered in
ascending value. If there is an even number of points in
the sequence, then the median is generally taken to be
the average of the two middle numbers.
Often these statistical descriptors are roughly similar.
However, for some sequences these three values can be
radically different.
Consider the sequence
(IO”, -.S, -5. 8.0. 8.5, 9.0, 7.5, 7.0, 9. I, 9.2, 7.1,
7.3, 8.2)

ABSTRACT
Median tilters operate by selecting the middle valve of an
ascending-ordered
scqucncc of numbers. These numbers are
taken from a moving window on the data to be processed. The
operation can be used in seismic data processing to reject
glitches on data as well as enhance disconbnuiries in the dara.
This paper reviews the definibons and some of the properties
of median filters. The median filter is very useful in Vertical
Seismic Profile (VSP) data processing and automatic editing of
sulface seismic data. It is also used in seismic processing to
enhance linear events. A new mrdian filter design is discussed
here which uses a box of numbers (2-D arrayl and weights to
achieve some of the properties of an f/k filter while retaining
median tiller characreristics. Early tests indicate that this new
tiller rejects spikes, smears discontinuities less than standard
f/k filters. and passes a range of dipping evcots.

Neither the mean (76929.2) nor the mode (-,5) is
very representative
of what might be the perceived
nature of this sequence -a
value somewhere near the
median value of 8.0. If the negative values and the large
value are considered
to be errors, then the median
would be a more robust estimate.
That is, it is less
sensitive to these errors. Thus, there is acertain motivation to investigate
filtering
operations
based on the
median sample as opposed to other statistics.
Median filters (or running median selections) do not
appear to have been used a great deal in seismic
processing, but have been known for some time (Tukey,
1971). In fact, the least absolute value criterion (which
is shown later in this paper to select the median) was
apparently
introduced
by Boscovitch
in 1757, somewhat before the first reports on least-square
methods
(Denoel and Solvay, 1985). More recently,
Claerbout
and Muir (1973) discussed the properties
of medians
arId absolute error minimiration
(some of these properties are summarired
in the next section). They also
proposed the use of medians in anumberofgeophysical
problems,
including first-break
analysis and magnetic
mapping.
Nonetheless,
as late as 1979. it was stated
(Huangeral.,
1979) that while “.
it is well-known
that
median filtering
is useful for reducing random noise
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data processing

has been concerned

for many

years with extracting
or enhancing particular events on
recorded seismic traces. One of the most powerful and
commonly used techniques is stacking, or the summing
together of adjacent traces to produce another trace
which, hopefully,
has undesirable
effects excluded or
minim&d.
The output “stacked”
trace or mean trace is, however,
onlyoneofanumberofpossibleestimatesofthestatistical properties
of a set of traces
(Naess
and Bruland,
1985). The reader may recall the three fundamental
estimates or descriptions
of a sequence of numbers the mean, mode and median. Let us first summarize
these estimates.
The mean a is the familiar average of a sequence of
numbers ai

where N is the number of points in the sequence.
The mode is the most common number(most
repeated
value) in the sequence. The mode may or may not be

(especially
when the noise amplitude
probability
density has large tails) and periodic
patterns,
theoretical
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results on its behavior
are non-existent
in the open
literature.“Themedianfilteriscurrentlyenjoyinggreater
theoreticalattention(LeeandKassam,
1985)andpractical application.
Nonetheless,
there are yet relatively
few papers published on median filter behaviour.
Some
of these papers are briefly discussed below.
Taylor (1981) wrote a thorough article on the uses of
the L, norm in seismic processing.
Again, the L, norm
(or absolute value) minimization
of a sequence of numbers selects the median sample. In particular,
he consideredtheproblemsofstatisticalerrors,deconvolution
and sparse spike processing.
One of the interesting
aspects of L, deconvolution
that he discussed is that it
resultsinasparsespikerepresentationofthereflectivity.
Evans (1982) considered
the approximate
frequency
domain behaviourofmedianfilters
as well as their spike
removal (deglitching)
characteristics.
He showed that
the median filters under consideration
had roughly the
same frequency
pass behaviour
as mean filters of similar length. Frequency
domain analysis is somewhat
qualitative,
however, as the median tiltcr is nonlinear.
He found that the median filter performed
more resiliently than mean filters in the face of spiky noise, and
was very useful for filtering
coded square-wave
data
(WWVB signals).
In another article concerned with median filter applications, Bednar (1983) compared the acoustic log editing performance
of Markov processes, running means
and median filters. He suggested that, at least for certain cases, the median filter was the preferred choice.
Healsoconsideredmedianiilteringinthecepstraldomain
as a way to enhance a deconvolution
process. He concluded that there is some potential in this approach.
Hardage (1983) gave considerable
emphasis to the
use of median filters in Vertical Seismic Profiling (VSP)
data processing.
He showed how they could be used to
considerable
advantage to enhance events of interest.
One method of coherent noise rejection and thus signal
enhancement
proceeds by first aligning the event considered to be noise. This event is enhanced via a median
filter. The enhanced event is then subtracted from the
aligned raw data (the pre-enhancement
data). These
raw aligned data with the coherent noise subtracted are
then shifted back to their original position. They now
have the coherent noise removed. In fact, median filtering of flat or linearly aligned events has become a standard practice in VSPprocessing
(Hardage, 1983: DiSiena
and Stewart, 1985).
Fitch er al. (1984) described
a decomposition
technique that would allow a more simplified
analysis of
median filters. They reduce a sequence of numbers (or
traces) to binary signals (rectangular
waves) via given
thresholds.
This is accomplished
by constructing
a set
of rectangular
waves (zero values if the raw trace amplitudeis below agiven threshold, and avalue ofone ifthe
amplitude is above the threshold) from the input trace.
These binary signals are repeatedly
median filtered to
arrive at a “root trace” -that
is, a trace that is invari-
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ant under further median filtering.
These root traces
can be recombined
togive the response ofmedianfilteringthe original signal. They suggested that thisapproach
may lead to faster algorithms.
M.J. Woodward
of the Stanford Exploration
Project
has discussed median “stacked”
sections and medianbased velocity analyses @ers. comm., 1985). R.L. Kirlin
and others associzated with the University
of Wyoming
Volcanic Reflection Research Project have also considered median filters in some detail (Kirlin ef ul., 1985).
They used dipping linear constant weights in 2-D arrays
to enhance dipping events on the seismic data. Hardage
(1985) discussed using “dip-steered”
median selection
toenhancedippingevents.
Inthistypeoffilter,amedian
is extracted for various selected dips. The median sample associated with the smallest variance for the range
of dips is selected as the appropriate
filtered point.
A process that displays properties of both the median
and the mean is called the alpha-trimmed
mean (Watt
and Bednar,
1983). In this type of selection, the data
points are ordered but a range of values around the
median are averaged.
Equivalently,
this process discards outlying points but smooths (averages) the interior points. This type of filtering
shows considerable
promise in seismic data processing
(Farmer and Haldown,
1985).
The median filter also has been used extensively
outside geophysics
in image processing
(Hung
et al.,
1979: Nodes and Gallagher,
1982). The edge enhancement (step-function
pass) properties
of the median filters are of fundamental
importance
in this application.
After this brief overview,
the next section discusses
some of the properties
of median filters in more detail.

MEDIAN

PROPERTIES

As noted previously,
the median is the middle point
of an ascending-value
sequence. For example,
(5, 1000, 6, - I, -I, 7, 9)
when ordered, becomes
(-I,-1,5,6,7,9,1000)
The median is 6. Several aspects of this selection are
notable.
First, the median is an actual value of the
odd-numbered
sequence (as opposed to, say, the average, which is a combination
of the input numbers and
has a value of 146.42). Second, the inclusion of a very
aberrant number,
1000, disturbs the median selection
very little. If 1000 were dropped from the sequence, the
median would change only slightly.
These particular
properties
may or may not be desirable. depending on
the application.
If a sequence is symmetric
about some point (for
example, an event has a symmetric
noise distribution),
then the median and mean selections will be the same.
For example, the sequence
(0. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14)
has a median and mean equal to 7 (there is no mode).
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Another interesting
property ofthe median is that il is
the value of a sequence that is a minimal “distance”
fromallotherpoints(ClaerboutandMuir,
1973;Claerbout,
1976). That is, the median value minimires the absolute
value of the sum of differences
between it and other
points of the sequence (the I, norm).
Inmathematicalterms,
thiscanbeexpressedasfollows:
Given x1, x1.,
. . . . XN
Find fi which minimires
J =

2
L=l

NOW

I.? - xi1 =

_dJ

=

2

di
And setting

-

~+, (j: - xi) sgn (P

xi)

in the above example,
(with 7 = 7).

then equation

(I) would

hold

Most filters move (run) along or across a sequence of
numbers. In seismic processing
these numbers represent seismograms.
The running median filter can be
applied along a given trace, or across adjacent traces. In
general, though, a window of values will be used, a
median extracted and placed on the output trace at the
middle of the window,
the window
shifted one data
point along the sequence, a median extracted, window
shift, etc. This filtering process is shown for a simple
case using 5-point filter in Figure I.

sgn (k - Xi)

i=,
dJ

=

0 then

,s,

sgn (f

xi) = 0

di;
But this is true when there are equal numbers of
positive
and negative
signs of (i - x ) or an equal
number of points on either side of i. Thus the required
,Qis the median. Note that if there is an even number of
points, another point is conceptually
added between
the two middle samples. This new point is taken to be
the median.
Recall that the mean is that value which minim&s
the sum of the squared differences
between it and the
other points of the sequence (the I2 norm).
The median selection is also invariant to scaling. That
is, if all the numbers in the sequence are scaled or
exponentiated(assumingpositive
numbers), thenagiven
number will occupy the same ordered position before
and after scaling. For example, if a positive sequence of
numbers
has a median x,, and then the sequence
values are all squared, the new median will bc x’,.
Note that the mean does not have this exponentiation
property

MEDIAN
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The median filter M is a data-dependent
operator
which extracts a value from a sequence of numbers.
M(5, 1000,6. ~1, -1.7.9)
= 6
It is a nonlinear operator,
as it does not conform to
the definition
of linearity:
F(G
+%) = aF(;)
+ F(<)(I)
(I)
For example, take
r;= (1,2,3)
b = (2.4.3)
a = 2
M = Median filter
M&j = 2 MTi;) = 3
a&&+
M$j
= 7
ax + b = (2,4,6) + (2.4.3)
= (4,839)
M(z+$
= 8
8#7
Thus the median filter is nonlinear.
Recall that the II
norm selection (mean) is linear. If F were a mean filter
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Fig. 1. Schematicdiagram ofthe median filteringoperation. AS-point
filter is used on the input sequence. Note the despiking and step
passing effects.
Several observations
are evident. The median entirely
rejected the single spike, and totally passed the boxcar
values. Generally,
any “spike”
or perturbation
on the
trace that is less than N/2 points long, where N is the
filter length, will be rejected. Consistent
sets of values
longer than this will be passed. Because of this rejection
property,
the median filter has a somewhat
similar
response to a high-cut filter. As the filter is nonlinear,
the traditional
tools of linear analysis (sinusoidal superposition) cannot be exactly used (Fitch of al., 1984).
However,
consider a boxcar M points long and a sample interval of At: then the frequency
content of the
boxcar function is largely less than l/(MAt) or the first
spectral zero-crossing.
If a median filter of length N is
to reject the box, then M < N/2. Thus, very approximately, when the box is of length such that an appreciable amount of its spectral power is above Z/(NAt), it will
be rejected by the N-length median filter. On other more
complex
waveforms,
the reject characteristics
of the
filter are different.
For example,
a single sine wave
cycle of period NAt has a dominant frequency of about
l/(NAt). This sine cycle would be rejected by a median
filter of length N.
Note that the edge or step on the boxcar in Figure I is
not smoothed. The jump from zero sample to the unity
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sample is retained exactly. Both of the above properties
are useful. especially
in VSP processing.
While the median filter may be used to filter a trace in
time, it is also often used as a spatial process. That is, it
is often possible to align events (such as through NM0
correction),
then apply the filter in the spatial (z or x)
direction.
The filter will then attenuate dipping events.
The dips that are rejected are a function of the spatial
window width of the filter and the temporal length of the
dipping events. For the simple case of a dipping boxcar
event with temporal lengthT(ms)andadip,
m(msitracc),
then a filer
of length (number of traces) L will be
required to reject the dipping event where
L. > 2Tim
(2)
I~~~PLES
SHOT-GATHER

OF MEDIAN

FILTERING

EXAMPLE

In this example
a single, gained, trace-equalired,
NMO-corrected
shot gather is median-filtered.
The input
data (96~channel, dynamite source) are shown in Figure
2. Low-velocity
cvcnts are evident on the near-offset
traces. The gather also shows evidence of multiples.
especially at about 103Oms. Forthisexample.
themedian
filter is applied at each time (0 to 2000 ms) and selects
the amplitude
values from a specified number of adjacent trace:;. A median is extracted from this window at a
specific ti,me and assigned to the output
trace at the
midwindo,w
position at that time. The window shifts
over one trace and extracts the median sample again.
This process is repeated until all traces at that time have
been filtered. The process then moves to the next time
sample and runs across the adjacent traces. This procc-

Fig. 2. Surf;lce data shot gather (96 channel) after gain. NM0 correction and trwe equalization.
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dure is repeated for all times. Figure 3 shows the results
of a Y-trace median filter applied to the shot gather
displayed
in Figure 2. Generally,
the median-filtered
data appear much less noisy. The low-velocity
events in
the interior traces have also been attenuated.
There is,
however, some very high frequency “chatter”,
orsampleto-sample discontinuity,
evident on the section. This is
caused by the median process, which has independent
estimates
from one time on the trace to the next. A
high-cut filter (with high cut above the signal band) is
generally applied to remove this sample-to-sample
discontinuity
(see Fig. 4). Figure 5 shows the raw data of
Figure 2 median-filtered
again, but this time with a
17.trace window. The results of filtering with the two
different filter widths are similar, but the larger filter
width has reduced the dipping events (multiples)
more.
This would be expected in the light of equation (2). The
multiple event at 1030 ms has been attenuated
at the
larger offsets but the near offset traces still have multiple energy on them. At least visually,
the filter has
reduced noise as well as attenuated much of the dipping
energy.
VSP

EXAMPLES

As mentioned
previously,
the median filter is currently being used in a production
mode for the processing of VSP data. Generally,
any event that can be seen
can be aligned and then enhanced by the median. If this
enhanced event is desirable,
it can be interpreted
or
further processed at this point. If the event is undesirable,
it can be subtracted from the pre-filtering
(input) data.
In part, because the median filter honours the data (i.e.
selects actual values), this subtraction
process is ext-

Fig. 3. Median-filtered

shot gather with filter width of 9 traces.
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Fig. 4. Bandpass and median-filtered shot gather. The data of Figure
3 were bandpass-filtered with a bandpass (0 -10 -60 -75 Hz) filter.

Fig. 5. Median- and bandpass-filtered shot gather. The data shown in
Figure 2 were filtered with a 1 T-trace median filter. then bandpass (0
-10 -60 -75 Hz) filtered.
remely

effective.

Several

VSP examples

are briefly

dis-

cusscdtoillustratcthecffectivenessofthemedianfilter.
Figure 6 shows a pl-occssing
example
for a limited
number of VSP traces
from a VSP conducted
in western

Canada. The median filter is applied to the aligned input
datatoenhancethefirstarrivals(thedowngoingwaves).
This enhanced downgoingevent
is then subtracted from
the aligned input data. The subtraction
result contains
theupgoingwavesas
wcllasothercvents.Theseupgoing
waves can be further processed.
Note how well the
large downgoing
wave has been removed
from the
aligned input data.
Figure 7 shows the upgoing waves of another VSP
from western Canada shot overa larger depth. There is
a large low-velocity
event. starting at about 450 ms on
the leftmost trace (possibly
a source-generated
shear
wave) in the near surface. There are also a number of
very noisy traces. Figure 8 shows the results of an
I I-trace median fillet- applied to the preceding
data.
Note the glitch rejection
as well as the low-velocity
eventrejection.

Anolherimportantfeatureofthismedian-

filtering process is that the first arriving energy is not
smeared out into the prc-first-break
region. This is an
important feature in VSP processing. as preservation
of
the exact first-break
and upgoing went time\ is critical
in the later stages of VSP interpretation.
2-D MEDIAN
awestem CanadaVSP. Thefirstset
Fig. 6. GroupolVSPtracesfrom
of traces is the trace-equalized
raw data. The next group has the
traces aligned on their first breaks. The third group shows the medianfiltered aligned traces. The fourth group is the result of subtracting the
median-filtered output (3rd group) from its input (2nd group). Notethe
excellent rejection of the aligned (downgoing) waves.

FILTER

The median filter as previously
described provides
excellent
despiking
and dip-rejection
capabilities.
However.
it is sometimes desirable to retain a range of
dips in data processing. Velocity orfik filters have been
used for some time in production
data processing
to

MEDMN

pass orattenuate
specific dipping events (Emhree rfml.,
1963; March and Bailey, 1983). It would be very useful
to develop a hyhrid filter that rejects spikes but passes
step functions and a range of dips. It is to this end that
the median selection is expanded to a box of data points
as opposed to a line of points (Huang era/.. IY7Y: Kirlin
eta/., 1985). If all points were considered equally in the
box. then t,he median selection could he from a dipping
event. It is possible, furthermore,
tog&different
importances (weights)
to different
numbers in the window
(Claerbout
and Muir, 1973). Thus if it were felt that the
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centre number were most important
it could be given a
weight of IO, say, with the other numbers given weights
of I. A weight of IO would simply mean that this centre
number would be repeated
IO times in the ordering
process. This would change the sample selected for the
median.
If the f/k filter is viewed in the time domain, then it is
possible to use the time domain f/k weights to apply to
the data at the appropriate
points in the box window.
The f/k filter used in this paper employs user-specified
event dips (msitrace) which are to be passed and rejected.

100

Fig. 7. Alignad upgoing VW waves in a western Canada VW
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These dips are converted
to pie-slice regions in the f/k
domain. This pie-slice in the f/k domain is then transformed back to the x/t (space-time)
domain. where it
can he applied to the seismic traces.
Figure Y shows the time response (truncated spatially
and temporally)
of an f/k filter designed to pass dips of
less than I msitrace and reject dips of more than 2
msitrace.
In standard time-domain
f/k filtering
these
weights would be multiplied
by the associated
data
values. and the average of all these products would he
the tiltcred output value. How can these weights be

applied in a median filter’? Foragiven
box of points (say
I I ad.jacent traces) over 19 ms, each point is assigned its
corresponding
weight as given in Figure 9. The points of
the box are then sorted into ascending order, always
keeping their respective
weights with them. When the
weights of the ordered sequence total to greater than
one-half the cumulative
weight of the whole box, this
point is selected as the f/k weighted median. The box
centres on every point ol‘the input assemblage of traces
and selects the weighted median point as the filtered
point to be output at the centre of the box. It is some-

“““TIME

1ms)
l,SS

Fig. 8. Median filtered upgoing wave* irom Figure 7 (11-trace filter).

Fig. 9. Truncated time-domain response 01 an f/k filter designed to
pass dips of 1 ms/trace and reject dips greater than 2 msnrace.

Fig. 12. Linear dipping data (2
median filter that passes dips
rejects dips greater than 2 msitrace.

1 ms/trace) filtered with f/k
less than 1 ms/trace and

TIME

(ms)

TIME

Fig. lg. Synthetic traces with linear dips of 1 ms/trace and
trace.

-1 nw

1
- ;-

( ms)

Fig. 13. Fk median filter as in Figure 12 used on data of
Figure 11 (synthetic traces with dips of ? 3 ms/trace).

TIME
( ms)

Fig. 11. Synthetic
-3 “witrace.

traces

with

linear

dips 01 3 r&trace

and

Fig. 14. Linear dips (i 1 ms/trace)
band-limited, field~recorded noise.

of Figure 10 with additive
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Fig. 15. Results of filtering noisy data of Figure 14 (i
dipping events) with standard fik filter.

1 msitrace

Fig. 16. Results of filtering noisy data of Figure 14 (+ 1 ms!trxe
dipping events) with the f/k median filters

Fig. 19. Results
median fik?r,

01 filtering

noisy

data of Figure

17 with tik

what remarkable
that thisfik weighted selectionappears
to preserve the dip pass and rejection properties of the
f/k filter but also has the spike rejection property ofthe
median lilter. This point is discussed in the next series
of figures.
To test the dip passand diprcjcction
propertiesofthc
f/kmedienfiltrl-.twosyntheticdippingevcnrsal-efiltered.
The filet bet of synthetic traces has two events dipping
at I ms/tracc and
I ms/trace (Fig. IO). The event itself
is constructed
by convolving
a spike tisith IO Hz to 60
Hz handpass 3rd order Huttcrworth
filter. ‘The second
set has cvcnts dipping at 3 msitrace and -3 msitrace
(Fig. I I). An f/k filter is designed to pass dips up to I
ms/trxc
and reject dips greater than 2 ms/trace. Only a
portion
of the time domain
weights are used in the
median filter process to improve computer run time tan
II-tracchy

I~-ms;~~~ay).Theresultsofthcfikweighred

median filter applied to thcsc two ciacs are shown in
Fi@wz
12 and 13. Note that the f/k median filter has
largely passed the + I ms/lrace dipping traces while the
events

Fig. 17. Linear dips of Figure 10 (I 1 msitrace
with three times the noise Ievel of Figure 14.

dippuq

events)

dipping

noisy data of Figure 17 with standard

? 3 msitrace

the dip pass and rc.jccl

six
(with
suits.

Fig. 18. Results of iiltering
f/k filter.

with

have

heen attenuated.

uf the f/k filter
have hecn preserved.
Note that the amplitudes
of the
plolsin thescand thefollowingcases
have beenadjusted
to make their signal amplitudes
approximately
rqual.
Mwc work remains to bc done on how sensitive the
mcdien filter rewlt is lo the size of the hox window.
PI-climinary
tests suggest that increasing
the window

Thus.

corresponding

propertics

weighIs)

provides

hcttel-

I-C-

More important
tests for the median filter lie in its
performance
on noisy data. The two following
examples compare the standard f/k filter and the f/k median
filter
on noisy data sets. Figure
I4 displays
the two
dipping events of Figure IO, hut now with noise added.
The noise was taken frrom actual VSP field records
hefore the lirst-breaking
arrivals. Application
ofa standard fik filter
Cl msitrace
pass, 2 msitrace
reject)
gives the output shown in Figure 15. In general, the f/k
filter has reduced the noise. However. large noiseevents
(as in the bottom right corner of the plot) are smeared
laterally. The ends of the event lines are also smeared

MEDIAN

laterally.
The result of f/k median filtering (Fig. 16) is
significantly
different. The large noiseevents
have been
largely rejected everywhere.
Also, the ends of the event
lines suffer less lateral smearing.
Figure I7 shows the same dipping events as Figure IO
but now with three times the noise added in Figure 14.
The result of standard f/k filtering is shown in Figure IX.
Once again large amplitude
noise is smeared laterally
(asare thediscontinuousevents),
resultingina”wormy”
appearanceofthedata.
Thefik mediantilterresult
(Fig.
19) attenuates
the high-amplitude
noise significantly
better thaln the standard f/k tilter. Once again the f/k
medianfilt~erhasleft
theevent ends lesssmearedlaterally.
Note also that, if there were a few very large glitches on
the traces, the median algorithm
would reject them
entirely while the standard f/k filter would spread the
energy in the glitch over numerous traces. For these
cases. the f/k median filter appears to perform betta
than the sl:andard f/k filter.

CONCLUSIONS

Median filters are used routinely to advantage in VSP
data processing,
and to a lesser extent in producing
alternative
CDP sections and velocity
analyses. The
useful properties
of the median filter include its glitch
rejection (automatic
editing) and its ability to pass step
functions t:not smear edges). The median filter behaves
similarly,
,in some ways, to a low-pass filter. The linear
median filter also attenuates dips that are not linearly
aligned in the direction of its application.
This is a very
useful characteristic
for enhancing desired energy and
attenuating
other events. Sometimes,
however,
it is
desirable to pass a range of dipping energy. The f/k filter
is well-known
for its utility
in dip enhancement
or
rejection. By using the time-domain
responses of the f/k
filter as weights for a median selection,
a hybrid f/k
median tiher has been designed here. Early tests with
this filter indicate that it combines the properties of the
median filter (glitch rejection,
edge preservation)
as
well as those of the f/k filter (specific dip attenuation).
Preliminary
results with this filter suggest that it will be
useful in processing noisy data in which it is desirable to
preserve dipping events. It may outperform
standard
f/k filtering in a noisy environment.
Further tests need
tobeconductedtodescribequantitativelythecharacteristics of this f/k median filter, and how much better it
performs in a noisy environment
than the standard f/k
filter.
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